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Abstract
Critics have traditionally viewed C. P. Cavafy’s work as moving from erotic
secrecy to homosexual self-revelation. However, following Foucault, we should
think of sexuality not as something repressed by control, but as a discourse
inextricably linked with repression, power and knowledge. Seen in this way,
Cavafy’s strategies of “telling and hiding” form a constant dialectic running
through the whole of his work, producing (not unveiling) the sexuality,
identity, and eroticism at its centre. Reviewing the theorized figure of the closet
as a central trope of Cavafy’s writing, we witness how hiding can create a
position from which to speak and a subversive set of discourses for the
homosexual self. Cavafy puts desire, “semi-hidden,” in the phrases of his
poetry, fully exploiting the dissonance of silences and things unsaid. In key
poems we can see how he translates the closeting of queer desire into a textual
practice that produces identification and eroticism. Furthermore, we can trace
the closet leaking across textual and sexual boundaries, defying social control
and threatening the reader’s certainties.

In 1905, C. P. Cavafy wrote the following note:
Oi ãylioi nÒmoi thw koinvn¤aw—mÆte thw ugieinÆw, mÆte thw kr¤sevw
apÒrroia—me m¤krainan to °rgon mou. Ed°smeusan thn °kfras¤ mou:
mÉ empÒdisan na d≈sv fvw /kai sugk¤nhsin/ eiw Òsouw e¤nai san kÉ em°na
kamvm°noi. H peristãseiw h dÊskolew thw zvÆw mÉ °kaman polÊ na
moxyÆsv gia na g¤nv [t°leiow] kãtoxow thw AgglikÆw gl≈sshw. T¤ kr¤ma.
An kat°balla—an me to ep°trepan h peristãseiw, an h GallikÆ me
Ætan Òmoia xrÆsimh—touw id¤ouw kÒpouw sthn GallikÆ, ¤svw sÉ autÆn—
vw ek thw eukol¤aw pou ya mÉ °didan h antvnum¤ew /pou len, kai krÊboun/
—na mporoÊsa na ekfrazÒmoun eleuyer≈tera. T°low, t¤ na kãmv;
Pãv ãdika, aisyhtik≈w. Kai ya me¤nv antike¤menon eikas¤aw: kai ya me
katalambãnoun to plhr°steron, apÉ ta Òsa arnÆyhka. (Cavafy 1983:36)
Wretched social laws—a result of neither health measures nor any logical
judgment—have diminished my work. They have hindered my means of
expression; they have prevented me from bringing enlightenment and
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emotion to those who are made like me. The difficult circumstances of life
have made me try hard to fully master the English language. What a pity! If
I had put the same effort into mastering French—if, that is, I had had the
opportunity, if French had been similarly useful to me—possibly in that
language—as a result of the convenience offered by the pronouns, that tell
and hide—I would have been able to express myself more freely. But, what
can I do? I am unfairly wasted in the aesthetic domain. And I will remain an
object of conjecture; and they will understand me better from all those
things I denied.1

Cavafy, already 42 years of age but yet to produce his mature work, is
here in search of a language. The language he tries to find should be
able to speak directly to those who are “made like him,” to fool the
“horrible laws of society,” to free expression and make it aesthetically
valuable (and fair). The language in question, most curiously, should be
able to say and conceal at the same time, offering clarity, emotion and a
more freely expressed self (“na ekfrazÒmoun eleuyer≈tera”) through
this complex dialectic. Yet even in what is purportedly written as a
private memo, the “silenced” words (homosexuality, homophobia, homosexuals) are not referred to openly, but remain only implied. In a
masterful stroke, the text performs what it describes: it says it while
keeping silent.
In today’s terms, Cavafy is trying to find the language of coming
out of the closet while maintaining the closet as a way of speaking: a
language that tells and hides. For the record, I do not think he would have
found the fulfillment of this strategy in French, or that it was simply a
matter of language. The possessive pronouns which, in French, take the
gender of the object possessed rather than that of the subject may have
provided “one sort of a solution,” but only briefly. Nevertheless, the poet
is not really talking linguistics here. Instead, he is in search of something
larger, a strategy for uttering identity and poetic word, the one inseparable from the other; a dialectic of telling and hiding, of performing the
silence, that would eventually characterize most of his poetry—written
neither in French nor English, but in his own idiosyncratic Greek.
Adopted as the writerly modality of keeping open secrets, Cavafy’s way of
(not) showing/saying would end up a prime example of what Foucault
describes as the performative silence.
Silence itself . . . is less the absolute limit of discourse . . . than an element
that functions alongside the things said . . . . There is no binary division to
be made between what one says and what one does not say; we must try to
determine the different ways of not saying . . . . There is not one but many
silences, and they are an integral part of the strategies that underlie and
permeate discourses. (Foucault 1979:27)
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As I will argue in this article, Cavafy used his open secrets and
performative silences to frame his poetry within a multidimensional
discourse of power/knowledge related to sexuality (his own, as well as
that of his writings and characters). This framing, I suggest, did not
simply “manage” the step by step unveiling of sexuality, but, instead,
produced it. Silence and the “silenced thing,” homosexuality, became a
constant supplement of all the things that were said. Eventually, from
the margins of discourse, the issue of sexuality was transferred to the
center of his poetry.
The fact that hiding was one of Cavafy’s main concerns, in both his
life and his writings, is frequently repeated by critics. “Cavafy’s only
sacrifice in his life was the one we know: he tried to hide in any way
possible” says Timos Malanos, while Markos Avgeris adds that “his socially
condemned passions were isolating him from society; his fear of being
exposed for his unmentionable tendencies made him hide from his own
people during his whole life” (both quoted in Tsirkas 1958:284–285).
However, the traditional critical view on Cavafy’s erotic poems has
it that the poet passed from a period of hiding all homosexual elements
of his poetry to a period when he gradually unveiled and revealed them,
ending with numerous overt homosexual references in the last decade
of his life. According to one critic, these were the “first” and the
“second” Cavafy: “[In his latest period] poor, unmusical, badly written
pieces of delirium were looking to cry out the scandal . . . the second
Cavafy was confusing a dark and unmentionable desire . . . with the
essence of poetry and morality” (Kambanis [1933] 1963:1424). Not all
critics agree on the turning point between this first and second Cavafy:
some settle on 1917–1918 as the crucial period, others go back as early
as 1911, when a series of erotic poems began being published. Yet
others, including George Savvidis, pinpoint the year, 1922, in which the
first poem clearly referring to the gender of both lovers was published
(Savvidis 1993:54). Furthermore, not all critics see this poetic evolution
in the same way. Some, like Edmund Keeley, view it as an honestly
documented quest for authenticity, referring to “Cavafy’s persistent
attempt to confront the truth, however painful, and to express it
convincingly rather than settle for easy evasions . . . a long torment that
went into his effort to tell things the way they were” (Keeley 1972:126–
127). Others feel uneasy about this last gasp of libertinism in a poet who
made a career out of half-saids. “Even though he started out by hiding,
he did not stop becoming, progressively, more daring, especially when
he started to get old, until he reached a tiringly [sic] repeated realistic
presentation of the psychology and behavior of homosexual love”
(Steryiopoulos 1980:200).
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In the light of these conflicting perspectives, I want to argue that
we should see the erotic poems as a whole, finding in them a constant
negotiation of hiding and telling that unifies the poetic material. This
negotiation is proposed as a key element in the poetics and the
technology of the (homosexual) self. I suggest that this was a conscious
strategy on Cavafy’s part, clearly spelled out in the unpublished material
from as early as 1904 (an important year for Cavafian poetics). Such a
strategy was called on to manage the published material carefully and
calculatedly throughout the poet’s career.2
Using theoretical work undertaken in the field of Queer Studies, I
will show how the figure of the closet as a system of managing a queer
identity (Cavafy’s hiding and telling) was central to all of his work—and
indeed holds together not only the (erotic) poems but also his poetics
and the reception of his work. This discussion is important because it
offers a way to refocus Cavafy’s relationship with sexuality—understood
here in a Foucaultian fashion, as being not a natural given “which power
tries to hold in check,” or “an obscure domain which knowledge tries
gradually to uncover”; but rather as a system of historically determined
discourses, “a historical construct” (Foucault 1979:105).
Theorizing the closet
Foucault’s crucial linking of sexuality with knowledge and power is
expressed most clearly, in relation to homosexuality, through the
metaphor of the closet. Coined to denote the hidden part of a person’s
life, the closet has come to generally be associated with a hidden
performance of (homo) sexuality around which the dynamics of knowledge and its absence are built. Initially the place for the hiding of
homosexual acts (which were kept in the closet, thus out of the public
gaze), it was subsequently seen as the origin of a liberatory identity
praxis: coming out of the closet came to mean the announcement of one’s
“deviant” sexuality.
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick states in the opening of her seminal
Epistemology of the Closet that “the closet is the defining structure of gay
oppression in [the twentieth] century” (1990:71). As a particular
discursive strategy for disqualifying male love—sweeping it, as it were,
under the carpet—the closet goes hand in hand with the identification
(and subsequent repression) of the homosexual as a particular kind of
person, a distinct and retainable human type, an identity, a biography.
This identifying move has been seen, after Foucault, as a characteristic
of the nineteenth century in the western world. But, even though
originally a site of oppression, the closet has recently started to be
thought of as also a positive space in which to forge queer identities. It
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becomes not only a hiding place, but also a place from which to utter
identity, continuously negotiating what to tell and what to hide, what to
keep in and out of the closet. Diana Fuss reminds us that “inside/outside
[can] function as the very figure for signification and the mechanisms of
meaning production” (Fuss 1991:1). The idea of the closet as a place for
negotiating hiding and telling thus becomes a semiotic nucleus, an
origin of proto-writing (something very evident in Cavafy’s work). This is
how the closet ends up as a plural concept that regulates homosexual
desire and gay identities, and at the same time provides the space for the
subversion of homophobia, compulsory heterosexuality and heteronormativity.
Reviewing Cavafy’s work, I could start by pointing out that, instead
of leaving his silences to be manipulated by the systems of power
immediately built around them, he made them part of his poetic project
and thus exposed their own dissonance. When seen in this way, Cavafy’s
concealment starts as a strategy to expose the very mechanisms that
drive him to that concealment. The well-known poem “Te¤xh” (“Walls”)
works exactly in this way: it is society that builds thick high walls around
one “with no consideration, no pity, no shame” (Cavafy 1975:3). The
closet is a prison: “But I never heard the builders, not a sound. /
Imperceptibly they have closed me off from the outside world.” Meanwhile, as this oppressive barrier is written down, it is also exposed, thus
becoming a starting point for self-expression. It seems almost to be by
design that “Te¤xh” was the earliest poem Cavafy kept in his published
canon and the first to have been translated into English by his brother
John.
As pointed out by an early critic, “The Walls, which Cavafy felt in
his youth were a jail, became for him, little by little, his natural climate”
(Ouranis [1933] 1963:1471). The comment is very interesting in the way
it highlights an important strategy: turning a burden into a performance, turning a construct into a “second nature.” It shows a Cavafy who
speaks from an adopted inside—a place where he is being kept but from
which he can voice his incarceration. It reaffirms the view that Cavafy
fashioned the closet not as a space for silence, but as a posi-tion from
which to speak. “Te¤xh,” employed so often in Greek criticism on Cavafy
to imply homosexuality without using the word, had the potential to
turn from a hidden site of identity into its active exposure.
If Cavafy helped his critics by setting up the main metaphor of
closeting from the outset, he also supplemented the metaphor with a
very real space that would be a trademark of his presence in Alexandria:
his semi-lit, closed room. Following what seems to be a trend, the special
issue of the journal Semaine Égyptienne on Cavafy (1929) opened with a
description of that room.
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Dans l’appartement règne une lumière très douce, toujours tamisée. Pas
d’éclairage moderne . . . . Dans cette pénombre reposante pour les yeux
comme pour l’esprit, dans ce clair-obscur propice à la méditation . . .
commence une joute de phrases. Cavafy préside, plongé dans l’ombre,
enfoncé dans le coin le plus sombre de la pièce. (1929: 12; italics mine)
The light in the apartment is very gentle and always subdued. There is no
modern lighting . . . . In the half-shadow as calming for the eyes as for the
mind, in that chiaroscuro ideal for meditation . . . the duel of phrases
begins. Cavafy presides, plunged in shadow, submerged in the darkest
corner of the room.

Some years earlier, the Athenian poet Mirtiotissa had expressed
her thoughts after she visited the poet’s house: “We came outside. The
noise of the city seemed to me even more unbearable now, and the
Arabs’ loud voices ghastly. The Poet’s figure followed me. . . . A proud
man, he did not assent to committing suicide. He therefore armed
himself with extreme will-power, closed himself off in his house, became
his own vigilant guard, and transformed his Art into life” (Mirtiotissa
1924:84). Self-enclosure was mandated by society, and this makes
society’s harshness all the more keenly felt by Mirtiotissa’s suddenly
sensitized eyes (and ears). In this account, the poet’s room is confirmed
as a prototypical closet: it not only hides, it also guards. Whatever the
potential reason for suicide, it is now definitely hidden and not acted
upon. The closet only emits art with a capital “A,” safe and sanitized.
Both these descriptions underline the way in which the poet’s
actual room, a real lived-in place, first becomes a metaphor of his entire
life that was enclosed and closeted (but also appealing in its
close[ted]ness), and then becomes a symbol for his poetics and poetry.
It is in the latter sense that countless critics would refer to the room and
to its trademark, Cavafy’s oil lamp. It is a trope found in Seferis’s most
famous comment about the poet in his Dokim°w: “Even today when I
think of him, I feel that in his presence I become a sea-man who is going
to have a discussion with a very well-read gentleman, sitting in a semi-lit
library with precious carpets. When studying this strange man, I sometimes found myself muttering ‘it is high time we went to take some sea
air’” (Seferis 1981:364–365).3
What suffocates Seferis is the phantom of the clos(et)ed, semi-lit
room, now leaving an imprint on the poetry, becoming a trope for its
reading. But, as suffocation also means a powerful pull towards the power
that suffocates, the poet is also anxious to cut himself off from any
association with the closeted space that reading has produced. As he
gasps for air, he also moves away, anxiously assuring us that he remained
uncontaminated: he, a seaman, puts Cavafy aside and goes out to the sea.
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Myrtiotissa’s optimistic tone has already been disproved. There is
much more than sanitized Art coming out of this unpredictable closet.
In fact, these quotations show a microcosm of the various functions of
the closet that I will retrace in more detail below, basing my analysis on
readings of key poems. I will show how the closet is first constructed by
Cavafy as a place from which to speak and reiterate sexual identity, then
as a trope uniting life, poetic performance and poetry, and also
supporting an “erotics” of reading as the key to that kind of poetry. I will
finally show how the closet ends up possessing a threatening and
centripetal power that destabilizes “solid” (poetic and sexual) identities.
In short, I will analyze how the closet ultimately subverts its original
function: instead of guarding and neutralizing the hidden thing, it ends
up reinforcing and diffusing it.
Closet/poetics/identity
In January 1904, on his return to Alexandria from one of his few visits to
Athens, Cavafy wrote three poems directly referring to encounters with
a certain Alekos Mavroudis, whose initials are penciled in the manuscript of all three poems. These poems stand out in the Cavafian corpus
of “unpublished” or “hidden” poetry (published after 1968 by G. P.
Savvidis) for their quality, but also for the fact that they were written and
finished, so unlike Cavafy, very close to the erotic experience they relate
to. In one of them that is titled “December of 1903” (“O Dek°mbrhw tou
1903”), the poet talks about not being able to talk.
Ki an gia ton °rvtã mou den mpor≈ na pv—
an den mil≈ gia ta malliã sou, gia ta xe¤lh, gia ta mãtia:
Òmvw to prÒsvpÒ sou pou krat≈ mew sthn cuxÆ mou,
o Æxow thw fvnÆw sou pou krat≈ mew sto mualÒ mou,
h m°raiw tou Sept°mbrh pou anat°lloun sta Òneirã mou,
taiw l°jeiw kai taiw frãseiw mou plãttoun kai xrvmat¤zoun
eiw Òpoio y°ma kiÉ an pern≈, Òpoian id°a kiÉ an l°gv.
And if I can’t speak about my love—
if I do not talk about your hair, your lips, your eyes,
still your face that I keep within my heart,
the sound of your voice that I keep within my mind,
the days of September that rise in my dreams,
give shape and color to my words and phrases,
whatever theme I touch, whatever thought I utter. (Cavafy 1975:350–351)4

The poem is both concealing and revealing at the same time. In the end,
this is not a poem about not telling but about telling the not telling, or,
more precisely, about finding the key to decipher what remains untold.
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What Cavafy cannot speak about is not love, but his love, his kind of love.
The opening phrase “Ki an gia ton °rvtã mou” has to be understood as
referring not to love in general (as in “my love for you”), but to “my kind
of eros,” “my unsaid form of desire.” Everything that is not to be spoken
about would perhaps, if clearly described, have betrayed, if not the
identity of the lover, certainly his gender (the hair, the lips, the eyes; the
face, the sound of the voice, the nature of the meetings). Even though it
remains unspoken, homosexual desire finally manages to mold and
color all words and phrases, to permeate every theme and thought.
Hiding and not being able to tell are here on their way to producing a
fully-fledged poetics. Every word and topic from now on will be
contaminated by a hidden, unutterable and yet present force. The
poem, itself “hidden but to remain” among the poet’s papers, would
become a necessary, ever present supplement, an indelible mark on all
of Cavafy’s poetry. For one thing, its central idea that closeted desire can
be turned into the mark of words and poetry would appear time and
time again in the Cavafian corpus, in the long series of poems where a
pang of desire, an act or its reflection are able “to remain” in the words
of the text.
Almost a decade after “December of 1903” Cavafy would go back to
discussing the strategy of marking words with closeted desires, thereby
suggesting that what was before an impulsive reaction to the way desire
was silenced by social control had by now matured into a conscious,
meticulously crafted strategy. The way to diffuse the unsaid desire, he
says, is by “putting it semi-hidden in the phrases.” As the strategy of
telling and hiding becomes firmly established in the poetry, the unsaid
eros is also more concretely referred to as “the visions of your eroticism”
(tou ervtismoÊ sou ta orãmata).
Prspãyhse na ta fulãjeiw, poihtÆ,
Òso ki an e¤nai l¤ga autã pou stamatioÊntai.
Tou ervtismoÊ sou ta orãmata.
BãlÉta, misokrum°na, mew tew frãseiw sou.
Prospãyhse na ta kratÆseiw, poihtÆ,
Òtan diege¤rontai mew to mualÒ sou
thn nÊxta Æ mew thn lãmci tou meshmerioÊ.
Try to keep them, poet,
the visions of your eroticism,
however few of them there are that can be stilled.
Put them, semi-hidden, in your phrases.
Try to hold them, poet,
when they come alive in your mind
at night or in the brightness of noon. (Cavafy 1975:122–123)
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The word “semi-hidden” (“misokrum°na”) is the very heart of this poem
(also being, literally, at its centre). The technique of the semi-hidden
molds and shapes eros into eroticism, turns it, that is, into a discourse, a
product of an identifiable sexuality. “Your eroticism,” in semi-hidden
lines, stands now as a key to the technology of both the poet and the self.
In the unpublished “December of 1903,” phrases were shaped/molded
and colored by the unsaid desire, but now, with “misokrum°na,” we are
steadily focusing on their texture. As the same idea is revisited the text
returns to touch the phrases self-consciously and detail their textu(r)al
surface (misokrumm°na), while performatively asserting the speaking
voice as the voice of a poet, the text as a poetic text, and the mode as that
of an individuated, identifiable, yet unnamed, eroticism. This is a
powerful merging of poetics, textuality, sexuality and eroticism, an ars
poetica not destined to remain hidden like “December of 1903,” but to
be published in 1916.
By that time, Cavafy had perfected a system of selective publication
able both to hide and tell, constantly testing the limits of what could or
could not be said, constantly managing the “semi-hiding” to produce a
clearer poetic and sexual identity. It should be noted here that the fairly
romantic view of Alexandria as a paradise of pre-modern sexual tolerance that never reacted to Cavafy’s homosexuality or to his poems’
homosexual allusions has been shown to be far from the truth. Yiannis
Sareyiannis reminds us that “[t]he final success of his oeuvre should not
hide the fact that Cavafy had to face many violent attacks in his life”
(Sareyiannis 1964:50). Recent work (especially the bibliography by
Dimitris Daskalopoulos (2003) has unearthed a variety of sources,
including comments in popular magazines, satirical newspapers and
popular songs, showing that Cavafy’s homosexuality was very much an
open secret in early twentieth century Alexandria—a selective, powerful
knowledge, an ever growing rumor used alternately to validate and
invalidate the public figure and his work.
It follows that Cavafy’s meticulous system of publication could have
been devised as a form of self-protection against homophobic attacks on
him and his poetry. He privately published poem after poem in
pamphlets and broadsheets, and distributed them to carefully compiled
lists of recipients. He would also, very cautiously, submit individual
poems to journals for publication. Semi-hiding, even in the publishing
domain, was effectively a strategy for survival. Sareyiannis would take a
further step in seeing something more reactive in this: what started as
hiding for survival, ended up, in his view, as a process of immunization.
“Dangerous and hidden,” the closeted sexuality would be administered
in small doses to the very subjects it was kept hidden from: the polis of
Alexandria.
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I know very well from experience how prudish Alexandria was in Cavafy’s
time . . . . It was very easy, in such an atmosphere, to have a repetition of a
scandal like that of Wilde. He was in danger . . . . Even so he dared; the shy
and timorous Cavafy dared to write such a work, and succeeded not only in
avoiding excommunication and expulsion, but also in dying honored in an
Alexandria that was proud of him by that time.
This achievement cost him dearly in effort, endless calculations and
infinite time, which would have been precious to a meticulous poet like
Cavafy. In order to reach his goal he developed a rare diplomatic dexterity.
I remember how, when I was young, I used to get indignant seeing those
perennial, insistent “Candles” being published and republished, under the
auspices of the poet. Only later did I realize what a perfect paravent this
poem was. Behind the curtain of the “Candles,” Cavafy hid and fortified
the whole of his work. Never in his lifetime did he offer the same
“dangerous” poem twice to the journals for the general public. His poems
were published gradually, drop by drop, until the people were inoculated
against their venom and did not have the power to sense the danger, to
react, to cry out the scandal [¤same kei pou o kÒsmow pia mpoliãsyhke
sto dhlhtÆriÒ touw kai den e¤xe pia th dÊnamh na afanisye¤, na
antidrãsei, na fvnãjei to skãndalo]. (Sareyiannis 1964:49)

What is interesting in this extract is the way the strategy described in the
micropoetics before (semi-hiding the “dangerous stuff” in words and
phrases) is presented here as also governing the larger publishing
project. It is now the “dangerous poems” (themselves in semi-hidden
words) that are hidden behind “innocent”—and for Sareyiannis, dull—
poems, like “Candles,” the famous poem about old age. The result seems
to be the same: the dangerous matter contaminates but also commands
the whole material. In what seems almost like a larger scale replica of
“December of 1903,” Sareyiannis seems to be suggesting that Cavafy’s
whole publishing project was undertaken in order to hide the erotic
poems, eventually turning all poetry into a closet. Another interesting
point is that, along with the metaphor of immunization, the extract
above is also threaded through by a less visible metaphor, that of the
poet molesting his readers, approaching them unawares, before they
can even shout for help. I find this a rare moment of critical insight:
closeting is described in its dynamic aspects, focusing on the ways it can
actually make what is hidden and unacceptable acceptable. But closeting is also implicated as the main factor in an erotic game initiated
between poetry and its readers, with the former taking up the role of
predatory suitor, and the latter becoming the sexual victim.
In 1918, Cavafy suggested indirectly that the “dangerous” poems
lie at the core of his poetic project. He made this claim in a meticulously
crafted way that reminds us of Sareyiannis’s description. In a lecture
delivered by his protégé and, later, inheritor, Alekos Singopoulos, in
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Alexandria in 1918, now believed to have been written in large part by
Cavafy himself, a series of erotic poems would be proposed as a key to
Cavafian poetics. As if to prove Sareyiannis right, the lecture did indeed
finish on the high note of the “innocent” “Candles” (a coda almost
irrelevant to the rest of the lecture).
Before the “paravent” of “Keriã,” Singopoulos/Cavafy offered a
long description about the positive effects on one’s poetry of leading a
decadent early life. Through an analysis of “Ta epik¤nduna” (“Dangerous Things”), “EpÆga” (“I Went”), “Makruã” (“Long Ago”) and
“Ep°strefe” (“Come back”), it was made clear that the specific
decadent life Cavafy himself had led “in his first years of youth”
informed the reading of the poems. “I believe that the theory I have laid
out above, and this somehow cryptic poem “I Went,” would not be
irrelevant to the poet’s first years of youth—to whatever is being rumored
about that period of his life ” (Sengopoulos [1918] 1963:620; italics mine).
The rumors, one thinks, must have been extensively graphic; they
must have been about specific habits and acts that the young Cavafy
engaged in. This is made clear by the very next phrase: “I said before
that there are some rumors about Cavafy’s life as a young man. Perhaps
the poem “Makruã” (“Long Ago”) seems to clash with those. Because
this poem has something less concrete, more lackluster, lacking the
impetus of “EpÆga,” “Mia NÊxta” (“One Night”), “Polu°laiow” (“Chandelier”), “HdonÆ” (“Sensual Pleasure”) and others.” In other words, how
can the poem be less concrete than the rumors? Cavafy, in the voice of
Singopoulos, goes on to explain that abstract poems such as “Makruã”
are like that because they refer to a period of his life when desire was yet
to be solidified into a concrete experience. They refer, he says, to the
very early, the years of the poet’s adolescence, which “preceded the time
of boundless hedonistic life [thn epoxÆ pou prohgÆyhke tou xvr¤w
fragmÒn hdonikoÊ b¤ou].” Astonishingly, Cavafy provides readers here
with a covert chronology of (homo)sexual education (first the abstract
desires, then the concrete fulfillment, then the closeting, the half-saids,
and the rumors). Even more crucially, he offers this as a key to his work.
It is evident that the game of hiding and telling (and telling the
hiding) has here attained its most acute formulation. It deliberately
annexes the rumors—the immediate consequence of closeting—to its
own purpose. With this lecture given by Singopoulos (who was himself
rumored to have been either a sexual partner or an illegitimate child of
Cavafy (see Savvidis 1987:416–417)), Cavafy urged his compatriots to
read all his poetry through the erotic poems and encouraged them to
read it not without, but through the rumors. The rumor about Cavafy’s
past was posited as a necessary (even though hidden and untold)
supplement of the poetry. I would further suggest that this intensification
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and channeling of the rumors—both of them functions of Cavafy’s
closet strategies—were actively used to structure what we could call an
“erotics” of reading his poetry. This idea is supported by “Sto y°atro”
(“At the Theatre”), another unpublished poem from 1904.
Bar°yhka na bl°pv thn skhnÆ,
kai sÆkvsa ta mãtia mou sta yevre¤a.
Kai m°sa sÉ °na yevre¤o e¤da s°na
me thn parãjenh emorfiã sou, kai ta diefyarm°na neiãta.
KiÉ am°svw gÊrisan ston nou mou p¤sv
Òsa me e¤pane to apÒgeuma gia s°na,
kÉ h sk°ciw kai to s≈ma mou sugkinÆyhkan.
KÉ en≈ ekÊttaza gohteum°now
thn kourasm°nh sou emorfiã, ta kourasm°na neiãta,
to ntÊsimÒ sou to eklektikÒ,
se fantazÒmoun kai se eikÒniza,
kay≈w me e¤pane to apÒgeuma gia s°na.
I got bored looking at the stage
and raised my eyes to the box circle.
In one of the boxes I saw you
with your strange beauty, your dissolute youthfulness.
My thoughts turned back at once
to all they’d told me about you that afternoon;
my mind and body were aroused.
And as I gazed enthralled
at your tired beauty, your tired youthfulness,
your tastefully discriminating dress,
in my imagination I kept picturing you
the way they’d talked about you that afternoon. (Cavafy 1975:354–355)

As it turns from staged life (skhnÆ) to staged society (yevre¤a), I suggest
that this poem can be read as an allegory of the relationship Cavafy’s
poetry seeks to create with its audience. The most powerful move of the
poem is to turn the public denunciation (“Òsa me e¤pane to apÒgeuma
gia s°na”) into an intensifier of desire. In a radical move that has to be
thought of as subverting the very dynamic of the social condemnation of
homosexuality, the poem turns the whispers into a titillating narration,
a matrix of desire, a sexual fixation. Next to producing a sense of
longing that is the very opposite of denunciation, the whispers also
bestow identifiable characteristics on the young man. The adjectives
parãjenh and diefyarm°na (strange and dissolute) first migrate from
the rumors to the description of the man’s physical beauty and youthfulness, in the process transformed from derogatory to neutral, identifying
terms. When they return, painstakingly gazed at, both adjectives have
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been overlaid with the unexpected word kourasm°na (tired). Free from
any immediate context, kourasm°na cleanses the youth while drawing
identification to the surface of his body. Not only are youthfulness and
beauty now positively depicted, they can also be penetrated by the poet’s
unflinching gaze which deconstructs the tiredness and reconstructs
from it the physical acts of pleasure that have caused it. Since they
cannot be named, these sexual acts are signified by their results,
readable on the surface of the youth’s body. Thus kourasm°na introduces precisely that textual surface which the poet’s longing gaze now
finds pleasure in reading.
Cavafy’s poetry is marked by the rumors of Cavafy’s past in the very
way that the vision of the youth is marked by the rumors of his
immediate past. In both cases the rumors transform their objects into
objects of desire. The constant whispers provide titillation, turn the gaze
towards the poetry but also give it its defining mark. Thus marked as a
strange (“parãjenh”), a dissolute (“diefyarm°nh”) poetry by the rumors,
it will then be understood, in an erotic reading, as a poetry marked on
the surface by what its poet may have done in his youth. Rereading the
Singopoulos lecture after “Sto y°atro” (“At the Theatre”) makes the
reference to “whatever is being rumored about Cavafy’s earlier years” all
the more significant. What Cavafy really did in his youth, the very thing
that can and cannot be uttered, marks and informs the poetry and
shapes its readings. The important issue here is not whether Cavafy did
or did not do what the rumors imply. Rather, it is the fact that, as in “Sto
y°atro,” the act, laid out in its full probability by the whispers, marks the
poetry and makes it readable, penetrable, and enchanting, in that order.
In any case, the titillating acts that preceded the poetry (either in
the poet’s past or for the character that afternoon) mark it indelibly to
the point of making it a threat to social heteronormativity. Twenty years
after Cavafy left “Sto y°atro” in his private papers, with the instruction
“Not for publication; but may remain here,” and six years after Singopoulos’s lecture, the poem “ÄHlye gia na diabãsei” (“He Came to
Read”) was published in the Athenian N°a T°xnh (New Art). The poem
was republished, accompanied by negative comments, in Alexandria by
TaxudrÒmow (Courier). It provoked yet more severe criticism from an
editorial in Epiye≈rhsiw Alejandre¤aw (Alexandria Review, August
1924), a rival popular publication, which concluded that re-publishing
the poem, even if only to criticize it, was profoundly immoral.
Our honest condolences go to the unfortunate readers of Tachidromos, who
happened to buy the 5 August issue and bring it to their family, where it
was probably read by their sons, their daughters, their sisters [to ediãbasan
ta paidiã tvn, ta kor¤tsia tvn, ai adelfa¤ tvn]. We commiserate with
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these readers, as well as bringing to the attention of the vice squad the
disgusting immorality which shamelessly and in every way is being transmitted to the rest of the city. (reprinted in Daskalopoulos 2003:499)

Made even more poisonous because of media rivalry, the comment quite
graphically expresses what we could call the homosexual panic, evident
here in the fear that a poem can indeed threaten the nucleus of the
patriarchal society, the sons, the daughters and the sisters. But why such
panic? The poem is not, one might argue, one of Cavafy’s most graphic.
A youth goes into a library, picks up books by poets and historians (the
books that Cavafy himself might have browsed through) and after
perusing them for some ten minutes or so, falls half-asleep (“misokoimãtai”). The youth
anÆkei plÆrvw sta bibl¤a—
allÉ e¤nai eikosi tri≈ et≈n, kÉ e¤nÉ °morfow polÊ:
kai sÆmera to apÒgeuma p°rasÉ o °rvw
sthn ide≈dh sãrka tou, sta xe¤lh.
Sth sãrka tou pou e¤nai Òlo kallonÆ
h y°rmh p°rasen h ervtikÆ:
xvr¤w aste¤an aid≈ gia thn morfÆ thw apolaÊsevw . . .
He’s completely devoted to books—
but he’s twenty-three, and very beautiful;
and this afternoon eros entered
his ideal flesh, his lips.
An erotic warmth entered
his completely lovely flesh;
with no ridiculous shame about the form of pleasure . . . (Cavafy
1975:244–245)

The poem offers its own rumor: the reader “innocently” sleeping is
marked by what he did only hours ago; or, perhaps, he is sleeping
because of the act, tired after it (tired in the same way as the youth from
“Sto y°atro”). The problem is not that he is asleep in a public space,
but that we know the reason, that we see his sleep as marked by the act
that came before it. On display in the public library, a sexual act
resulting in a particular form of pleasure is turned into a spectacle by
the body sleeping. As the result of it, the same body is imbued with a
fully conscious sexual identity (hence there is no shame in “the form of
pleasure”). Always careful with his typography, Cavafy has even provided
a symbol of this procedure in the title. Distorting syntax, he has added to
the phrase “He came to read—” a dash which remains hanging,
introducing the half of the title that is not there, symbolizing the unsaid,
or rather, marking “ÄHlye gia na diabãsei—” for what it is: just a
smokescreen. The threat is here: if the act is indeed concealed behind
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the poem, if the public words contain the remnants of the hidden act,
who says that the poem cannot perform likewise? Sons, daughters and
sisters should indeed be protected, as the hanging dash points in their
direction.
Whichever way we decode this hanging dash (by surmising that it
means, say, “he came to read but this is not all,” or, perhaps that it
reminds us of the phrase directly after the main poem’s only dash “—but
he’s twenty-three, and very beautiful,” etc.), it is the closest Cavafy came
to providing a sign for that hidden and dangerous supplement that we
first saw identified by Sareyiannis, and that I would call the dynamic
closet.5 But there is something more at stake here. It seems to me that
the threatening aspect of “ÄHlye gia na diabãsei—” is not that it has
found a way to lay bare what is being hidden and has thus produced the
sexual act as the necessary supplement for the poem to be read “xvr¤w
aste¤a aid≈ . . . .” It is rather that the poem is already part of an
elaborate economy of meaning which has first established hiding as a
way to speak, then made it the centre of poetics and the charm of poetry,
then the source of identification, and now ends up producing something larger: sexuality and, as its result, eroticism. Since eroticism has
also been established at the centre of the reading process, the main
threat of the closet as it has been dynamically showing itself is that what
was initially contained is now leaking. Homosexuality is dangerously
groping the unsuspecting readers, that hidden “form of pleasure,” still
without a name, threatening to overcome them.
In the 1921 poem “H arxÆ tvn,” the two men who emerge from
their secret meeting still bear, like the youth of “ÄHlye gia na diabãsei—,”
the mark of their preceding sexual encounter. The sexual act, as in
“ÄHlye gia na diabãsei,” works as the dangerous supplement of the
poem, which starts by describing the small routines of hiding that
immediately follow sex.
H ekplÆrvsiw thw °knomÆw tvn hdonÆw
°ginen. ApÉ to str≈ma shkvyÆkan,
kai biastikã ntÊnontai xvr¤w na miloÊn.
Bga¤noune xvristã, krufã apÉ to sp¤ti: kai kay≈w
bad¤zoune kãpvw anÆsuxa ston drÒmo, moiãzei
san na upociãzontai pou kãti epãnv tvn prod¤dei
se t¤ e¤douw kl¤nhn °pesan pro ol¤gou.
Plhn tou texn¤tou p≈w ek°rdise h zvÆ.
AÊrio, meyaÊrio, Æ metã xrÒnia ya grafoÊn
oi st¤xÉ oi dunato¤ pou ed≈ Ætan h arxÆ tvn.
Their illicit desire has been fulfilled.
They get up and dress quickly, without a word.
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They come out of the house separately, furtively;
and as they move along the street a bit unsettled,
it seems they sense that something on them betrays
what kind of bed they’ve just been lying on.
But what profit for the life of the artist:
tomorrow, the day after, or years later, the strong lines
that had their beginning here, will be written. (Cavafy 1975:208–209)

What begins as (the gazing on) an encounter and ends as a poem is a
game of trying to hide and uncover the mark that the sexual act has left
behind. There is nothing in the text to say that the artist who would
eventually write the verses was one of the two lovers; the “ed≈” of the last
verse is, strictly speaking, the gazing that the first stanza describes. The
poem focuses on the ritual of hiding, not the sexual act itself. This very
ritual eventually marks the text, which has “its beginnings” in the effort
to read a supplement, to uncover the hidden and unsaid encounter by
looking at the lovers as they come out of their meeting. Gazing at them
hiding interpellates what kind of sexual act they had been engaged in.
What both lovers put on after sex, it seems, is both the mark of a deviant
identity and a residue of that sexual act: they have worn, quickly and
silently, both identity and sex as a system of signs; in other words, they
have put on sexuality.
It is worth recalling here that in “December of 1903” homosexual
desire is diffused “through every word and phrase.” Homosexual desire,
unspeakable and uncontainable, contaminates, becoming a hidden and
dangerous supplement of every “innocent” word and phrase. What links
the protagonists of “H arxÆ tvn,” (and of “Sto Y°atro,” “ÄHlye gia na
diabãsei—” etc.) with the words of Dek°mbrhw, is the mark they bear, in
both cases a result of hiding/closeting. Hiding becomes a semiotic act
that connects poetry and personal identity and leaves the object of
hiding (homosexual desires and acts) as the hidden substance of both.
The poem “December of 1903” is stamped by the residue of an erotic
impulse—the initials of the object of desire are inscribed on the
manuscript. That nothing more can be said about him in a sense
produces the poem (and gives rise, as we have seen, to a defined
poetics); meanwhile, this textual process (marking the unspoken °rvtãw
mou) also opens up identification for the subject of the poem. In “H
arxÆ tvn,” the erotic meeting is stamped upon people, as they are being
read by the poem; and it is the same mark that then becomes the
residual remnant of the words. Let us remember that all this has been
the result of the sheer social effort to contain and hide homosexuality.
We had instead the (re)production of what was meant to be policed,
homosexuality, into concrete identities, paradigmatically interwoven
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with the very discourses that produce them: hiding, social control,
textuality and the ordering of sexual acts.
The leaking closet
This is the point at which the marked homosexual identity outgrows its
confined space and becomes threatening. That hiding is turned into its
opposite, a spectacle of how identities are produced, may be a failure of
social control, but has not yet posed a threat to the logic underlying the
enforcement of closeting, that is, the safeguarding of a heteronormative
society. What is more threatening, as I have already implied in my
analysis of “ÄHlye gia na diabãsei—,” is the closet when it starts leaking,
attracting the “normal” into the game of the “deviant,” the accepted and
visible into the game of the hidden.
The Cavafian closet manages this in two interconnected ways. The
first is by foregrounding how eroticism is not the origin but the product
of sexuality. A relationship with the reader which is based on unmarked
“eroticism” and “sensuality,” also becomes threateningly marked. In a
second interconnected step, the spectacle of the closet is slowly turned
into a viewpoint. The reader is no longer peeping through the closet’s
keyhole; instead, s/he is looking out of its windows.
“Na me¤nei” (first published as a broadsheet in 1919) is one of
Cavafy’s later poems to have met with a hostile response by conservative
critics, and at least one journalistic reaction similar to that of “ÄHlye gia
na diabãsei—.” The poem presents the dialectics of hiding/showing in
both the act and its telling, and finishes with the, now familiar, trope of
acts and visions distilled in poetry.
H ≈ra mia thn nÊxta yãtane,
Æ miãmisu.
Se mia gvniã tou kaphleioÊ:
p¤sv apÉ to jÊlino to x≈risma.
EktÒw hm≈n tvn duo to magaz¤ Òlvw diÒlou ãdeio.
Mia lãmpa petrela¤ou mÒliw to f≈tize.
KoimoÊntane, sthn pÒrta, o agrupnism°now uphr°thw.
Den ya maw °blepe kane¤w. Ma kiÒlaw
e¤xamen ejafye¤ tÒso polÊ,
pou g¤name akatãllhloi gia profulãjeiw.
Ta endÊmata misoano¤xyhkan—pollã den Æsan
giat¤ epÊrvne ye¤ow IoÊliow mÆnaw.
Sãrkaw apÒlausiw anãmesa
sta misoanoigm°na endÊmata:
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grÆgoro sãrkaw gÊmnvma—pou to ¤ndalmã tou
e¤kosi °jh xrÒnouw diãbhke: kai t≈ra Ælye
na me¤nei mew sthn po¤hsin autÆ.
It must have been one o’clock at night
or half past one.
A corner in the wine-shop
behind the wooden partition:
except for the two of us the place completely empty.
An oil lamp barely gave it light.
The waiter, on duty all day, was sleeping by the door.
No one could see us. But anyway,
we were already so aroused
we’d become incapable of caution.
Our clothes half opened—we weren’t wearing much:
a divine July was ablaze.
Delight of flesh between
those half-opened clothes;
quick baring of flesh—the vision of it
that has crossed twenty-six years
and has come to remain now in this poetry. (Cavafy 1975:182–183)

Upon the poem’s first “popular” publication in a journal, the wellknown columnist Paris Tangopoulos vigorously protested in the daily To
ÄEynow (The Nation, 12/6/1924): “This is the Cavafian construct, immoral nonsense. The Public Prosecutor certainly cannot interfere
because in his last period, the poet, very prudently, muddles things up,
blurs things, so that his perverted desire is not clearly visible [ta
mperdeÊei, ta yol≈nei, gia na mhn fa¤netai o °kfulow pÒyow tou]”
(reprinted in Karaoglou 1985:116). The closeting, the mixture of telling
and hiding (ta mperdeÊei), is correctly seen as a strategy of selfprotection against the law. But who is being threatened by the perverted
desire hidden behind the smokescreen of the half-saids?
The threatening element of the poem is that what is “to remain” in
the poetry is not simply semi-hidden: it is erotic because it is semi-hidden.
In a brilliant move, Cavafy produces sexuality and eroticism at once,
indelibly linking them both to textuality. The poem, in Cavafian fashion,
hides and tells, while its main characters hide and act. The two lovers
meet in a semi-hidden corner of a semi-deserted tavern (with the
sleeping servant on the border of inside and outside, as he is on the
border of sleep). In an ironic touch, an oil lamp is added in the semi-lit
room, as if transferred from Cavafy’s own famous close(te)d room. Like
its setting and characters, the poem itself is semi-hidden, since there is
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no overt reference to the gender of the two partners. It can only be
through contextual knowledge (the rumors about Cavafy’s sexuality)
that Tangopoulos and other readers construe this as a homosexual
meeting. Or, rather, to be fair to them (and to what Tangopoulos really
says), gender and sexuality are read into the poem because of the
poetics of hiding. It is because the gender of the two lovers is so craftily
hidden (Tangopoulos: ta mperdeÊei, ta yol≈nei), that the meeting is
read as homosexual. This brings us back to the idea that hiding
(re)produces sexuality. Nevertheless, the threatening aspect of this
poem is not that it shows homosexuality in the making; it is the
possibility that it produces pervasive eroticism as a result. All societal
constructs that seem to impede erotic contact, instead of harnessing it,
end up structuring it, giving it shape and existence.
The glimpse of a small piece of flesh uncovered between the halfopened clothes “has come to remain” and mark the poetry, in the very
same way (and using the same verb) as another poem in which the
narrator finds his relationship with a former lover remaining on his flesh
(“san ãrvma pou epãnv sth sãrka mou °xei me¤nei” (“M°sa sta
kaphleiã—”/“In the Taverns—”). Even memory is reified in this
process that sees the residue of sexual acts destined “to remain” and
produce identification and reading pleasure (or, rather, identificatory
pleasure). But, what if this residue, in the way described by Sareyiannis, is
nothing but an “immunizing factor,” part of a larger scale erotic
proselytization? What if the pleasure of reading into the scene (reading its
signs, un-closeting it), transforms itself into the pleasure of gazing at it?
The implications are crucial: what earlier was the hidden closet
making a spectacle of itself is now emerging to circumscribe the reader.
The fear is the shifting of the closet from an impeded spectacle to an
enforced viewpoint. As hiding turns into telling, textuality into sexuality,
and homosexuality into eroticism, writing has shifted into reading
(reading the poetry but also its hidden substance, the homosexual
mark), a complication that profoundly unsettles the reader. We could
look for one of the best examples of this in the relatively early poem
“Mia NÊxta” (“One Night,” 1915), where what starts as the recollection
of a passionate night becomes a shaking of the reader’s own certainties.
H kãmara Ætan ptvxikÆ kai prÒstuxh,
krum°nh epãnv apÒ thn Êpopth tab°rna.
ApÉ to parãyuro fa¤nontan to sokãki,
to akãyarto kai to stenÒ. ApÒ kãtv
Ærxontan h fvn°w kãti ergat≈n
pou °paizan xartiã kai pou glentoÊsan.
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KÉ eke¤ sto laÛkÒ, to tapeinÒ krebbãti
e¤xa to s≈ma tou °rvtow, e¤xa ta xe¤lh
ta hdonikã kai rÒdina thw m°yhw—
ta rÒdina miaw t°toiaw m°yhw, pou kai t≈ra
pou grãfv, °peitÉ apÒ tÒsa xrÒnia!,
mew sto monÆrew sp¤ti mou, mey≈ janã.
The room was poor and sordid,
hidden above the suspect tavern.
From the window you could see the alley
dirty and narrow. From below
came the voices of some workmen
playing cards and having fun.
And there on that common, humble bed
I had love’s body, I had the lips,
the red and sensual lips of drunken ecstasy—
red lips of such ecstasy
that now as I write, after so many years,
in my lonely house, I get drunk again. (Cavafy 1975:106–107)

As is by now clear to see, Cavafy is once more playing his game of telling
and hiding. The gender of the two lovers is not referred to directly—the
reader is again invited to watch a hidden scene of sexual congress. The
room, poor and humble like the love it houses, is hidden above the
suspect tavern. The closet is once again opened, the closeting made into
a spectacle. Its recollection is diffused throughout the poem because the
moments of writing and of revisiting the experience are confounded.
Furthermore, the two closeted spaces, the hidden space of the sexual act
and the “lonely” house where the poem is being written (activating here
the contextual mythologization of Cavafy’s own room), the start and end
of the poem respectively, collapse into one another. As the closet of
homosexual acting and the closet of homosexual writing open themselves up to the searching eye of reading, the reader’s position becomes
radically complicit. On rereading this poem, one realizes that the
focalization of the first stanza has always been an odd one, looking from
the inside to the outside; performing the equivalent of a filmic reverse
shot, Cavafy has turned the closet from spectacle into a viewpoint. The
reader is now in the closet. It turns out that the eroticism of the poem
(only of this poem?) was all along produced not from seeing the hidden
and the hiding but, one step beyond that, from sharing its experience.
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The closet and the spectacle
This modality, which I would call, after Sedgwick, turning the closet
from a spectacle into a viewpoint, shows the most subversive and
threatening aspect the closet presents to the societal powers that have
produced it. I will now turn again to The Epistemology of the Closet, in order
to present the theoretical ramifications of what I have already implied in
my analysis of the poems. Sedgwick suggests that two homophobic views
are crucial to an understanding of modern homosexuality and the
construction of the closet: on the one hand a minoritizing position,
according to which homosexuals are a distinct minority existing in every
society, and on the other a universalizing position, which holds that
homosexuality is a potential threat to anyone. But, rather than being
mutually exclusive, these two positions co-exist as simultaneous tropes in
modern definitions of homosexuality.
The modern understanding of homosexuality is organized around a
radical and irreducible incoherence. It holds the minoritizing view that
there is a distinct population of persons who “really are” gay; at the same
time, it holds the universalizing views that sexual desire is an unpredictable
solvent of stable identities; and that at least a male homosexual identity and
modern masculinist culture may require for their maintenance the scapegoating crystallization of a same-sex desire that is widespread and in the
first place internal. (1990:85)

Sedgwick has further shown how the closet can be reactivated by writers
or their readers/theorists to reveal and exploit this structural incoherence at its core. “Queerness” as Ross Chambers suggests, “destabilizes
and unseats the hegemony exercised by centralized norms. . . . The
closet, in Sedgwick’s epistemology is a quintessentially queer institution.
Designed as a way of policing a minoritizing (and essentializing) of
homosexuality, it inevitably leaks—having the structure of an open
secret” (Chambers 2002:175). This is, after all, why Sedgwick thinks of
the closet as “a curious space that is both internal and marginal to the
culture,” a topos “centrally representative of [the culture’s] motivating
passions and contradictions” (Sedgwick 1990:56; see discussion in Chambers 2002:169).
We should not forget that it is part and parcel of Sedgwick’s
agenda to show not only how homosexuality has been policed through
closeting, but how it has also achieved an unsettling canonic centrality
by exploiting the closet. In a famous phrase from Epistemology, she asserts
that gayness is at the heart of the canon as gay writers and artists are
“dozens, or hundreds of the most centrally canonic figures in what the
monoculturalists are pleased to consider ‘our’ culture” (52).
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I draw on these claims to support my argument that Cavafy
ultimately used the poetics of the closet to reassert a canonical placement, achieved not in spite of his homosexuality but through it. I also
argue that, just as Sedgwick describes, Cavafy’s closet was meant to leak,
to stay as a hidden subtext in words and phrases, a necessary supplement
and hidden essence of poetics that would then question—as well as
inadvertently contaminate—the very forces (oi ãylioi nÒmoi thw
koinvn¤aw) that produced it. This is the point at which Cavafy’s
minoritizing self-attitude (sÉ Òsouw e¤nai san ki em°na kamvm°noi)
becomes a universalizing threat: an “unpredictable solvent to stable,
solved, absolved, resolved sexualities.” It would take another article to
show how responses to Cavafy’s texts during the twentieth century have
represented Greek culture’s passions and contradictions, making his
poetry central even as it was designated (at least the erotic poems) as
marginal.
It is enough here to add one of the most telling examples: Timos
Malanos’s efforts to show how the Greek quarters of Alexandria had
been virtually uncontaminated by Cavafy’s youthful escapades in homosexuality. The critic had met and worked with Cavafy as a young man and
pioneered a method by which he used rumors and first-hand accounts of
Cavafy’s personal life in order to validate his readings.6 This is one of his
most spectacular efforts (purportedly drawing on discussions with
Cavafy) to set the record straight.
[The young Cavafy] fails to master himself. He spends whole nights in
disguise away from his home in lower-class neighborhoods, bribing servants, accomplices who blackmail him. . . . At one time one could live in the
neighborhood of certain isolated quarters of Alexandria, without one’s
own part of the town, the “good quarter” so to speak, knowing anything
about one’s way of life. The reason was that between them stretched terrains
vagues that have since been filled up with houses, giving the city a unity
which it formerly lacked. So in one of those isolated quarters, slave to his
temptations, he passed his nights. (Liddell 1974:67; original in Malanos
1957:17–18)

Malanos’s anguished claim of a properly heterosexual place for the
Greek community in Alexandria (and for the Greek soul in general)
collapses under its own weight. The closet has to remain closed, the
roads uncrossed, the terrains vague. But at the time Malanos is writing,
these terrains have been built on: the secret has been opened. With a
little help from geography and town planning, what was far away is now
close, what was discontinuous is now continuous, what was hidden and
untouched is now an open secret.
The very inconsistency that the production of the closet tries to
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hide is magnificently symbolized in the trope of the terrains vagues. Their
instability, subversiveness, and pervasiveness announce the moment
when the closet is turned upside down, from a tool of oppression to an
element destabilizing the oppression of heteronormativity (and literary
heteronormativity) from within. The terrain vague is the closet about to
start leaking, the dangerous (“epik¤nduno”) thing about to be administered. Alexandria (and Greek letters) would never be the same again.
In this article, I have introduced the concept of the closet as a key
term in understanding Cavafian poetry and poetics, and their interrelationship with sexuality. I have argued that it is the closet that both
engenders and unifies the Cavafian canon and that through it, homosexuality, as the marked sexual encounter, becomes dangerously close to
the art of poetry, of writing and of publishing it, but also of reading it. I
have shown how Cavafy first turned the closet from a means of policing
sexuality to the trope for expressing it. When it was turned into the
space in which power, knowledge and eroticism were confounded, the
closet also became a topos unifying the poet’s life, publishing strategies
and poetry. In my reading of key poems, I have also shown how the
closet supports the forging of an “erotics” of reading as the main
modality of approaching Cavafian poetry. Last but not least, I have
traced how the closet as spectacle crosses the distance between the
minoritizing and the universalizing position in the policing of homosexual identities, thus uncovering the inconsistency of the very mechanisms that marginalize homosexuality.
By highlighting the strategies and uses of the closet in Cavafy’s
poetry, I have also sought to refocus critical discussion on several issues,
including the centrality of the erotic poems, the way Cavafy introduced
a homosexual identity in his work, and the relationship of poetry to
sexuality. I have persistently argued that sexuality is seen by Cavafy as a
quintessentially textual space: it orders poetics (through telling and
hiding); it is produced through semiotic marks (eg., kourasm°now . . .)
constantly reread while re-constructing eroticism; it orders the performance of identities as a game of reading and writing.
Finally, I hope I have come close to answering the question of
whether Cavafy managed, in the end, to find those “words that tell and
hide.” That those words would also bring with them the most mature
elements of Cavafy’s oeuvre and the trickiest answer to the “wretched
laws of society” (“ãylioi nÒmoi thw koinvn¤aw”) was not at all coincidental.
st. cross, university of oxford
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Acknowledgments. The articles authored by Dimitris Papanikolaou and Christopher
Robinson were presented at the symposium, “New Perspectives on Cavafy,” held at
University College London on 22 November 2003. The symposium was generously
supported by The Alexander Onassis Foundation, The Foundation for Hellenic Culture
and University College London. As became apparent during the symposium, revisiting
Cavafy, especially the erotic Cavafy, from the point of view of the history and theory of
sexuality is one of the most engaging desiderata of current critical work on the Greek poet.
Fruitful “new perspectives” on Cavafy continue to emerge by addressing the main
characteristics of his poetry: eroticism and homosexuality. The wealth of readings
resulting from such an undertaking have only recently started to make an impact. Cavafy
lived at the crossroads of the nineteenth century discourses which, in Foucault’s wellknown formulation, mapped the homosexual as “a personage, a species” whose homosexuality was conceived as a permanent characteristic “shamelessly inscribed on his face and on
his body, as a secret that always gives itself away.” Papanikolaou’s article engages with
Cavafian poetics from the perspective of silence and utterance, using Queer Theory’s
articulation of the closet and Foucault’s main arguments about the production of
sexuality. Robinson’s article reviews Cavafy’s supposed links with the Uranian poets of the
nineteenth century before making the claim that his ideas about sexuality are much closer
to those of modern gay poets and admirers of his work such as Mark Doty and Cathal
O’Searcaigh than previously thought possible. Neither article aims to exhaust the question
of Cavafy and sexuality, but provides instead specific arguments that link sexuality with
poetics inviting a broader and long overdue discussion.
1
Unless otherwise cited, all translations from Greek are mine.
2
An interesting reading has been very recently proposed by James Faubion (2004),
who argues that “Cavafy did not need to read Foucault to learn that homosexuality was a
sexological construction of his own lifetime. . . . The homosexual is not ‘under erasure’ in
his poetry. He or she or it simply isn’t there. What instead charges the poetry are
(homo)erotic intensities, pure and diluted, on which it might dwell at once as ethical and
experiential askesis and as ethical and experiential problem.” Under the pressure of
Deleuze and Guattari’s theorization of minor literature, Faubion sees a Cavafy obsessed
with the “refusal to participate in the practices that would divide him from himself and
from others” and the “resistance to causes and categories and incarcerations that he did
not want to be his own” (60). The merits of this analysis notwithstanding, I find the
implications of seeing Cavafy’s homosexual writing as such an exercise in deterritorialization,
particularly problematic. Pace Faubion, I believe Cavafy works not against but with the
sexological constructions of his time and that his poetry is informed by and in turn informs
the discourses that stabilize a technology of the homosexual self.
3
The primary aim is to illustrate Seferis’s linguistic differences with Cavafy, but, as
various commentators have sensed, this comment ends up largely being about Cavafy’s
“strangeness,” and the claustrophobia that reading his poetry produces.
4
I will be using the Keeley-Sherrard translation with modification towards the literal.
For instance, in the following “ ÄOtan diege¤rontai,” I will translate “tou ervtismoÊ sou
ta orãmata” into “the visions of your eroticism,” as opposed to Keeley-Sherrard’s “those
erotic visions of yours.”
5
Cavafy used the hanging dash at the end of seven of his titles, and in all of them the
dash stands for the mark of the unsaid, symbolizing the homosexual subtext of the poem.
“ApÉ tew enniã—,” “ÄEtsi polÊ at°nisa—,” “Gia nãÉ ryoun—,” “SÉ°na bibl¤o palhÒ—,”
“ÄHlye gia na diabãsei—,” “M°sa sta kaphleiã—,” “RvtoÊse gia thn poiÒthta—.” Its
use seems even more crucial once we realize that in all seven poems the characters (or the
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narrator) are marked by their sexual choices (“san emorfiã diarkÆw san ãrvma pou
apãnv / sth sãrka mou °xei me¤nei” says the narrator of “M°sa sta kaphleiã—”; “like
durable beauty, like perfume / that has remained on my flesh”), and their previous
experiences, in the very way that the “innocent” titles are marked by the hanging dash.
Interestingly, the Keeley-Sherrard editions have erased these dashes from the titles of all
these poems. Rae Dalven only preserves it in “ApÉ tew enniã—.”
6
Most of them, including rumors about the three last rent boys the frail Cavafy used
to invite to his home (of which “Mr Malanos was informed by an unnamed correspondent”), or the narration of an evening when Cavafy “like a carnivorous plant” tried to
seduce the young critic, are taken at face value by Robert Liddell (1974).
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